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Builders and takers of this world 
At the gat~ 
ofV'-'TWocrd's watchtower of the 1'.·orth 
chusen like Zeu!<I from an iron bird in the lonely skies 
never rca.lly intended for the wars of academia 
a wiseman 
known as Mike the Fcar1~s 
from across the dead and li\o"ing seas 
escaping from the fascists 
wId me that there are 
but two cultures in this world: 
the take culture 
and the bwld culture 
And so I have 1carnt 
from M ichacl the Righteous 
\his state of nature 
and hibridian. as always 
our laws and nature 
perhaps something in between 
The bui1ders of this world 
.wilIlY.! regulated 
the takers of this world 
$hall pay in many ways 
caught bctMX."D. Lucifer 
and the deep bluc SC'ctS 
said the joker to the thief 
P J Badenh.or.'lt 
.. We would like to thank Profetlsor Patrick Vranckcn and ProfCSllOr Juanita Piennar for their efforts at 
elucidating some of the aspects of] 2 and 2 1 2 3, respectively and Wharren FortWn and Tracey Sayer 
for re5\.'aTCh assistance. We remain responsible for the correctness ofthe end product. Bob Dylan"s "All 
along the Watchtower" W8.o;; the inspirdtion for '·Buildl..'rs and tak\..'1"11 of this world" • 
.,..,.., 
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1 ~ntroduction 
, The transitional measures of the Mineral Development Draft Bill of 
2000 ("the Bill"), which was published 1 for public comment were 
subjected to severe criticism from various quarters.2 In this regard, for 
instance, Badenhorst and Malherbe3 argued from a constitutional 
perspective that the Bill was seriously flawed and that various aspects 
:thereof may have been unconstitutional. Particular aspects that enjoyed 
attention were: (i) the abolition of the rule cuius est solum eius est usque ad 
'caelum et ad in/eros applicable to ownership of unsevered minerals and 
:the transfer of ownership of suc~ minerals from the owner of the land to 
:the state; (ii) the expropriation without compensation of mineral rights, 
:prospecting and mining rights, as a result of the conversion of existing 
;property rights to rights'vested il;t the state; (iii) the expropriation without 
:compensation of "older order rights" as a result of their expiry, and the 
possibility that an application by the existing holder may be refused, and 
the rights be granted to another person; (iv) the expropriation without 
compensation of "old order rights" and their conversion to inferior and 
,insecure rights (not registrabl~ limited real rightS)4 granted by the 
'Minister of Minerals and Energy and subject to the control of the 
:minister; and (v) the impQsition of a "reverse onus" on a holder of "old 
,order rights~' to convince the minister that the grant of the right in 
'question to another person would not be in the public interest. 
, The transitional measures contained in Schedule n to the Mineral and 
'Petroleum Resources Development Act, 28 of 20025 ("the MPRD A~t") 
were accordingly largely rewrittcn6 before its enactment. The nature of 
,prospecting rights, mining rights, explora.tion rights or production righ~s 
were elevated to limited real rights.7 The "reverse onus" provision was 
omitted. Provision is now made for compensation upon proof of 
"expropriation of property".8 However, the question as to the 
:constitutionality of the transit~onal arrangements remains. It has, in 
'fact, gained renewed significance in light of the' amendments introduced, 
. and the focus on economic empowerment and the state's custodianship of 
:natural resources. This contribution is an attempt to provide a detailed 
; analysis of the implications of. the transitional arrangements for the 
'---
: I GN 4517 in GG 21840 of 2000-12·18. , 
,2 Set: ""g Gqulu ··Discussion is key to improw.g any piece of legislation" The Star (2001-03-07) 12; Jont:S 
, "ProposOO minerals bill must not be left to chance" lJusines8 Day (2001-3-12) 11; Gqulu "Birth of a new 
, dispensation on mining holds promise" Bw .. iness Day (2001-03.19) 8; Gleason "Subllituting Rights for 
, Uncertainty" Financial Mail (2001-4-06) 49~ "Chamber of l\1ines brclccs for debate on mine bill"' 
, Business Day (2002-03-27) 12. 
; J "The constitutionality of the Mineral Development Draft Bil12000 (Part 2)"' 2001 TSAR 765 785. 
: 4 Sec furthl.'r Badcnhorst & Malhcrbe ''The constitutionality of the MiIu:ra1 Development Draft Bill 2000 
: (Part I) 2001 TSAR 462 4TT478. ' 
! 28 of 2002. ON 1273 in GG 23922 of 2002-10-10. 
, 6 See Badenhont "Transitional arrangements in terms of the Minerd] and Petroleum. Resources 
! ~velopment Act, 28 of 2002: Cros$ing a narrow Bridge?" 2002 ObiJer 250. 
17 S 5(1)., " 
B Item 12 to SehGdulc II. 
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nature and content of prospecting rights, mining rights and mineral rights 
in the South African context, and to test these implications against 
section 25 of the Constitution, the constitutional property clause. 
Our analysis is structured into two parts. Part one sets out the 
(""8.tegories of rights acknowledged by the· trdnsitional provisions, the 
nature and content of "old order rights,,9 as compared to rights of the 
new order, and the requirements for transition of '~old order rights" to 
new order rights. This leads the way to an inquiry, in part two, regarding 
the constitutionality of the transitional arrangements as concerns "old 
order rigpts. n In this first par! of our analysis a brief overview of the 
revised transitional measures incorporated in the MPRD Act is provided. 
The nature and content of these rights arc analysed. Then the rights of 
the new order are considered. A comparison points out the differenCes 
brought about by the shift in the basis of mineral rights holding as a 
result of the MPRD Act. 
1 1 Broad tenet of the transitional measures incorporated into the 
MPRD 
The MPRD Act, with its improved transitional provisions, will come 
into operation on a date to be fixed by the President by proclamation in the 
Government Gazette. IO The Act now introduces some of the most far-
reaching changes into South African law. As part of its transitional 
arrangements, the black empowerment provisions of the Act contribute to 
the transition of "old order rights" into new order rights. II It provides for 
the transformation of the minerals industry by redressing historical and 
social ineqUalities in tasking the minister within six months from the 
coming into effect to develop a broad-based socio·cconomic empower-
ment Charter. 12 This Charter has to "set the frameworks, targets and time-
table for effecting the entry of historically disadvantaged South Africans 
into the mining industry, and to allow such South Mricans to benefit from 
the exploitation of the mining and mineral resources".13 The Charter has 
to prescribe the manner in which the objectives of the MPRD Act14 are to 
!) Rights regarding petroleum exploration and production will not be diSCIL'iSCd. 
10 S 111(1). 
11 Sec par 3 below. 
12 S 1O()(2)(a}. 
13 S lOO(2)(a). 
14 Ito s i the object;"'",,, of UIL; MPRD Act t.rc to: (a) recognise the intl.'l"Dationally accepted right of tllC 
State to excrcis:: so\'crcignty over all the mineral and petroleum rcsourct.'S within the Republic; (b) give 
effect to the principle of the State's custodiam;hip of the nation's mineral and petroleum resources; (c) 
promote t.:quitablc access to tilt,; nation's mineral and p::troleum. icsources to all the people of Sputh 
Africa; (d) substantially and meaningfully expand opportunities for historically disadvantagoo 
lX-'CSODS, including women, to enter the minercil and petroleum. industries and to benefit from the 
exploitation of the nation's mim..T.a.I and petroleum resources; ee) promote economic growth and 
mim;ra1 and pL'1.rolcum resources devclopml.'llt in the Republic; (0 promote employment and advana: 
the social and economic welfare of all South Africans; (g) providc for security of tenure in respect of 
prosp.."C1:ing •. exploration, mining and production operations; (h) give effect to section 24 ot the 
Constitution by ensuring that the nation", mineral and petroleum. resources an: developed in an 
ordtsrly and ecologically sustainable manner while promoting justifiable social and eco~mic 
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be achieved.l~ The minister is statutorily obliged to develop the Charter, 
and hence also the policy underlying administrative decisions to be taken 
in this regard. This function must be distinguished from the minister's 
power to . adopt regulations in· te.QllS of the MPRD Act. 16 
.: The MPRD Act has not yet come into operation. Nevertheless, the 
Department of Minerals and Energy, the Chamber of Mines, the South 
African Mining Deve]opment Associatjon and the National Union of 
Mine Workers have aJrcady17 entered into an agreement entitled the 
"Broad Based Socio-Economic Empowerment Charter for the Mining 
Industry" (the "BBSE Agreement") "as called for in terms ortbe Mineral 
and Petroleum Resources Development Act; 2002".18 It is assumed that 
ttJis agreement represents the Charter envisaged by the Act,19 especially 
s~nce it has been published as such on the website of the Department of 
l\1inerals and Energy. 20 A so-called scorecard to be used in conjunction 
~ith the. Charter has recently been finalised?1 At present the BBSE 
Agreement constitutes an agreement between the parties only, and 
accordingly, as long as the latter has not entered into force, it has no legal. 
s:tatus in terms of the MPRD Act .. It remains necessary, however, to keep 
in mind that eventually the relev:ant ·provisions in the adopted Charter 
will, together with the transitional arrangements of the· MPRD Act, 
contribute to the transformation of the minerals industry.22 For the 
moment, the focus remains on the categories of rights affected by the 
envisaged transformation. 
1 2 Categories of I'old order rights" affected by the transitional 
arrangements of the MPRl? Act 
The transitional arrangements: of the MPRD Act recognise a number 
of so~ca1led "old order rights,,23. which arc usually bundled together,24 
although the various rights in a bundle may be vested in different persons 
and may be created at different ~tages. T~e definitions of the old order 
rights are poorly drafted25 and should accordingly be read with what 
developmL.'!lt; and (i) ensure that holders of mining and production rights contribute tov.-ard!l the 
: socio-«.-onomic development of the areas in which they arc OFd.ting. In addition. item 2 of Schedule 
II of the tzansitional arrangt.:ments includes the following specific ohjl.lCtivcs, namely to: (a) ensure that 
. ~rity of tL"D.ute is protected in I"CIlpCCt of prm,;pccting and minillg opc.:rallons which are being 
. undertaken; (b) give the holder of an older.order right an opportunity co comply v.ith the AL.1:; and (c) 
promoW equitable access to the nalion's minm\ resources. 
I~ S lOO(2)(b). 
Iti S 107. 
1.7 On 1 October 2002. 
Iii Online at http://¥l"WW.bullion.org.~flr.:veI2!CharL Final. 
19 Bad("'llhorst ·'Saving the pitCeS of the MiuL.TalLaw systL.'ID: kt:eping the baby and the bathwatcr"lo be 
published. in 2003 Obiter contends that the: content of the Charter in tt.:rm!l of tbe new Act will 
probably be the same as the existing '·t."'harler". 
~ Online at http://www.dme.gov~/homc.Sc.:c further nadL'1lhors12003 Obiter. 
21 Online at http://.dme.gov.za/mincmJs/pdf/scon:card.pdf . See further BadCIlhorst 2003 Obiter. 
22 S 100. 
¥ Item. lev) I"UIld with itL.'Dls I(iv). (iii) and (ix) of Schedule II. 
~ See 2 3 below. r See further Hadenhont 2003 Obite1'. 
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apparcntly pass as "categories" of rights, pcrmissions and consents listed 
in the respective tables at the end of Schedule II to the A<..1: in which the 
transitional arrangements appear. The rights, permissions and consents 
listed in these tables should be regarded as categories of "old order 
rights". These categories of "old order rights" are listed b~low. Priority 
should be accorded t-o the first right, permission or consent mentioned 
within a category· (indicated in boJd below), which should be read to 
include the other rights, permission or consents. 
(a) M;neral right. 
(b) Mineral right with a prospecting permit or mining authorisation. 
(e) Conscnt to prospect, together with a mineral right and with or 
without a prospecting permit. . 
(d) Consent to minc, together with a mineral right and with or without a 
mining authorisation. 
(c) Prospecting lease,- prospecting permit, prospecting licence or prq-
specting permission referred to in section 44 of the Minerals Act 50 
of 1991, together with a mineral right and with or without :a 
prospecting permit. 
(f) A right to dig or mine or a claim licence referred' to in section 47(1) 
or 47(5) of the Minerals Act, together with a mineral right and with 
a mining authorisation. 
(g) Permissions to prospect or mine in terms of former apartheid laws, 
together with a mineral right and with a prospecting permit or 
mining permit. 
(h) A tcmpora.ry pcrmit to continue with prospecting operations or a 
tcmpora.ry permit to continue with mining op,erations. 
Depending on whether active prospecting or mining was taking place 
upon commencem~m.t of the MPRD Act, a distinction is made betwccn 
"old order prospecting rights" and '~old order m.ini~g rights", on the one 
hand, and "unused old order rights" on the other.hand. An "old ordcr 
prospecting. right" is defmed as "any prospecting lease, permission, 
consent, permit or lic(.."nce and the rights attached thereto, listed in [Table 
1 to Schedule II], in force immediately before the date on which this Act 
took effect. and in respect of which prospecting is being conducted. ,,26 An 
~'old order mining right" means "any mining lease, consent to mine, 
pcnnission to mine, claim licence, ·mining authorisation or right, listed in 
[fable 2 to Schedule Il1, in force immediately before the date on which 
this Act took effect and in respect of which mining operations are being 
conducted.'~27 In tum~ an "unused old order right" means "any right, 
entitlement, permit or licence listed in [Table 3 to Schedule II], in respect 
of which no prospecting or mining was being conducted immediately 
before this Act took effect. n28 
211 Item l(iv). 
Z"i Item I(iii). 
28 Item l(ix). 
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The MPRD Act replaces most of these rights with "new order. 
substitutes", provided that c'ertain procedures are fonowed in terms of 
the Act. Detail on the specific substitutes for particular rights will be 
provided below. It is, however,'necessary fITSt to indicate in general that 
. the new order introduced ~¥ the Act envisages :ii:t section 3(1) that 
minera129 and petroleum resources30 are the common heritage of all the 
people of South Africa. The state is made the custo4ian thereof for the 
benefit of all South Africans.31 The Minister of Minerals and Energy is 
entrusted with wide discretionary powers by section 3(2) to grant, refuse, 
control, administer and manage prospecting rights, mining rights, mining 
permits, retention permits and permission to remove and dispose of any 
minerals. . 
The implications of section 3 of the MPRD Act can only become 
apparent once a more specific meaning has been attached to this section"s 
provisions. Various possibili~es may be considered: First, although 
keeping in mind that the common law, al.ong with mining legislation since 
1871,32 vested the right to mine sqme minerals in the statc,33 it has been 
suggested34 that section 3(1} of die MPRD Act abrogates the cuius est 
solum. rule of the common law, which entails tha~ a landowner is owner of 
the minerals upon hisfhcr land. This ~ould amount to a depriva tiOD of 
property that would need to be tested against ~e constitutional property 
provisions. The rule of interpretation endorsed by the MPRD Act, which 
states clearly that in so far as the common law is inconsistent with the 
Act, the latter· will prevail,3s could provide support for the view of 
abrogation of the cuius e."It ."Iolum rule by the MPRD Act. 
Second, the legislature's attempt in formulating section 3(1) reminds of 
the position espoused in the law of the sea. The relevant resources are 
vested in the "people of South Arrica", whilst the state is merely the 
custodian thereof for the benefit of all the people. The position as in the 
law relating to the sea may, however, be distinguished from the position 
2.9 The concept '"mineral" is definw in s I of the Act. The vcstin(! in the state docs not apply in N;pcL1. of 
sand. sto~ rock. gravel or clay ~"'Cl for fanning or for affl.'Cting improvemt:nts to land: s 106(3). 
30 The concept of ··pctroleum" is defined in s 1. . 
31 S 3(1). 
J2 An early example of the ns.'TV'Iition of ownership of nn.o;cvcrcd mincr.l.ls by mt::alls of statutory decree, 
may be found in s 2 of La,!" 1 of 1883 51f the old Zuid-AJrikmmsclw Repuh/iek. The section reserved 
ownership and the right to mine precious stones and precious metals in favour of the slate. Dale All 
H;'~/oricul und Comparative Study of tIle concept and acqui.~iti!)n af Min,,,.U/ Rights (1979) 181-185 
pointed. out that this section was not only contrary to the cuius eslliolum rule. but it also amoWlted to 
an expropriation of unsevered mineral~, n.'Jld,,'Iing the mineral rights worthless. This section was, 
however. repealed by section 90 of Law· 8 of 1885. The n...-pca.l thm:of, presumably resul~ in the 
rl..'Vesting of ownt.'1"Sbip of such stones and mL1als in th4,; landowner. This section was not in line with 
the other Zuid-Ajrikaan.,cbe Republiek legislation. It could probably hi: ascribed to poor dra.ft.sman-
. ship rdiher than an attempt to reserve oymcrship of unscven:d minerals per ~;e to the state. It is 
however conceded that in s 1 of Law 1·700895, s ] of Law 14 of 1897 and s 1 of . the Precious and Base 
Metals Act 1908 the word "ownership" .is also used in n:lation to unsevered minl.-mIs. These sections 
are, however, correct in It.-rms of the cuiU.s est so/urI! rule. in so far as base mincwli an: concerned. if the 
entitlements to ,'Xploit such minerals arc still includl.'tI. in tIw complete ownership of the laDd. 
33 See in general Badenhomt An Introduction to the Law of Mim.".al Righl9 (2000) 1-18. 
34 Badl."Dhorst 2002 Obiter 257-258. 
3S S 4(2). 
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concerning mincra1 and petroleum resources, in that the deep seabed was 
formerly regardcd as either terra nullius or terra communis,36 whereas 
minerals always belonged either to private individuals or the state where 
applicable. ' 
Third, it may be suggested that section 3(1) "by itself probably"has no 
notcworthy consequences for proprietary distribution in South Africa. It 
is not really significant whether ownership of unsevcred minerals is vested 
in- the state or the "pcople of South Mrica." The more important 
question concerns the persons in whom specific rights to prospect or mine 
minerals arc vested. It could probably be accepted therefore that the 
language of section 3(1) is merely an example of the social-democI:atic 
rhetoric frequenting a broad range of more recent legislative measures, 
without the section actually conveying any rights to the state.37 
Accordingly, section 3(1) by itself most probably does not result in an 
outright: full-scale nationalisation of mineral resources. Its implications 
for the imposition on private property only becomes relevant when this 
provision is read alongside section 110 of the MPRD Act, which repeals 
or amends all the "old order" rights, subject to the transitional provisions 
of Schedule II. We proceed from the premise that this third interpretation 
of "section 3(1) will enjoy most support. 
Unlike the position in mining laws prior to the Minerals Act 50 of 
1991, the right to prospect and the right to mine minerals are "not 
expressly rescrved fOT the state. It is, however, achieved implicitly, in so 
far as such a right to prospect and the" right to mine may legc:tlly only be 
l,Jfanted if such right is vested in the grantor, according to the Roman 
maxim nemo plus iuris ad alium trans/erre postest quam ipse hahet.38 As 
will be indicatcd,39 the rights to prospect and mine were vested in the 
holders of mineral rights (prospecting rights or mining rights). In order to 
enable the state to grant the right to prospect or mine, ~ ex lege transfer 
of these rights had- to precede the granting of rights in terms of the Act. 
The idea of an ex lege transfer is also supported by the absence of an 
intention on the part of the existing holders of mineral rights to transfer 
the rights or their entitlements to the state. In this context, the question of 
expropriation arises. This issue will be discussed in ~e second part of this 
article. The power of the minister to grant rights of exploitation is not 
explicitly made subject to the transitional measures contained in Schedule 
II to the new Act. As has been suggested above, however, the transitional 
36 See Churchill & Lowe The Law of tlle Sea 3 cd (1999) 225_ 
37 With the abrogation of the cuiu.~ est solum rule OWD"\TSbip of unseven. .. d minerals has become possibll.:_ 
If it can be argued that a new rf!..'ii or thing (despite ditlicuit)' with the characteristic of independence) 
has been (,.-rcatcd it could perhaps 00 classified as public things (res puhli.cIuJ). Sec further in geD.(."ral. 
DadeDhorst. Pitmaar & Mostert Silherbt..'fg & Schoemon :\. Law of Property (2003) 34. 
::OR This golden rul~ uf the law of prop..Tty entails that no one can tJ'jlnsfer more rights to another than 
what he/she holds. It constitutes one of the general requirements for the transfl."l" of real rights. 
Badenborst t. .. t al Silberberg and Schoemtu'l's The Law of Property "so. 
311 See 2 1 1 hz/ra. 
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arrangements of Schedule IT need to be read alongside section 3 of the 
MfRD Act,-from which the minister's powers are more apparent. 
For purposes of comparing the "old order" and "new order" rights 
and assessing the impact of the constitutional property clause on the 
tra:nsitional arrangements in the MPRD Act, the discretionary powers of 
th~ minister in the conversion of old order rights are particularly relevant. 
The basis upon which rights to mineral resources will be held in fu1.uTe is 
affected by (be fact that the new Act obliterates the idea of private 
ownership of mineral rights and replaces it by a system of governmental 
permissions and grants. The following paragraphs provide an overview of 
the nature and contcnt of old order rights, before proceeding to an 
as~essment of the extent to which the MPRD Act change the existing 
order. 
2 Old order rights 
2 1 Nature and content of old or~er rights 
Regarding the nature of the different categories of "old order rights" 
listed in 1 2 above, a distinction ought to be made between common law 
rights, statutory prospecting or mining rights and statutory authoriza-
tions (by virtue of the police power of the state) to exercise a right. The 
right or authorization indicated in bold in 1 2 above will be discussed 
[rr-8t. 
2 1 1_ Common law rights 
The following common law rights are recognised: 
2 1 -1 1 Mineral right 
A mineral may be defined as a limited real right that entitles its holder 
to enter-the land to which the ~neral right relates and prospect for 
minerals, and if minerals arc found to mine the minerals and to dispose 
thereof.4o The content of a mineral righ1. comprises the following 
entitlements::4t 
(a:) The entitlement of exploitation. This entails use of the land for the 
purposes of exploitatio~ of tIIIinerals to which the mineral rights 
relate. It includes: (i) the entitlement to enter the land for purposes of 
prospccting for and mining of ~ncrals; (ii) the entitlement to 
prospect for minerals; and (iii) the entitlement to mine the minerals. 
40 Van Ywen II Registrar of Deeds 1907 TS 289 294 295; Rocher 1/ Regi.~/rar 0/ Deed3 1911 TPll 311 316; 
Ex Purte Pierce 19503 SA 628 (0) 634 C-D; ErQSmU.IJ II 4frlkondsr Proprietary Mines Ltd 1976 1 SA 
(W) 950 956E; Trojan Exp/oralion Co (Pry) Ltd 11 RU31enburg Platinum Min~ Lui 1996 4 SA 499 (A) 
_5090; s 5(1) of the Mim:rals Act; rranklio &. Kaplan 'J'he Mining and Mineral Laws of South A/rim 
(1982) 7. 
41 S 5(1) Dfthc Minera.lsAct SO of )991; BadCDhorst & Roodt "Artikt:l 5(1) van rue Mincraalwet 50 van 
,1991: 'n Herfomiulering van die gCDK.'1lI.:rcgT' 1995 171RHR 1 10. 
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(b) The entitlement of disposition. This refers to the ability to decide 
what may and what may not be done on the land for purposes of the 
exploitation of minerals. 
(c) The abj}jty to alienate the right. This entails the entitlement to cede 
the mineral rights or grant prospccting or mining rights in respect of 
tbe land to another person. 
(d) The entitlement of encumbrance. This entails the ability to grant a 
limited real right (such as a usufruct or mortgage bond) with regard 
to the mineral right. 
(e) The entitlement to resist any unlawful interference with the exercise 
of the mineral right. 
(f) All ancillary entitlements that are directly necessary for the 
enjoyment of the mineral right granted.42 
(g) A reversionary interest. This amounts to the (minimum) entitle-
ment43 to regain any of. the above entitlements44 if they have been 
transferred for a fIxed period and the period has lapsed or 
terminated, or the entitlement to exercise an entitlement which ,has 
been restricted, after removal of the restriction.45 
For case of further reference entitlements (b)-(g) win collectively be 
rcfe~ed to as "secondary entitlements." 
Presently, mineral rights are capable of being transferred by registra-
tion of the cession thereof in the deeds registry .46 The holder of mineral 
rights may grant a prospecting right against payment of prospecting 
money by virtuc of a prospecting eontract.47 Similarly, a mining right 
may be granted, against payment of royalties upon conclusion of a 
notarial mineral lcase,48 to a mining company. Prospecting eontracts49 
and mineral lcases50 are likewise capable of registration. The title of 
mineral rights subsists in perpetuity.51 Mineral rights may secure a loan 
by registration of a mortgage bond.52 
iI'. 1"rujun Exploration Co (Ply) Ltd" Rustenburg Platinum MiMs T.ld 19964 SA 499 (A) 520D-E. 
o Sec in gcncrct.1 Badcnhorst Die iuridf.e.\'e Be"poegdizeid om Muzera]e Ie (Jl"llgin ill die Suid-A/rikfU1fISe Reg 
(1992) 164-182. 
<4 lipon n:gistrcf.tion of cu;sion, the: rcv(""rsionary cntillt.:mr..:nt is also transferred together with the other 
cntitl("'U1cnts. 
45 The existence of this entitlemelll ex-plains why a minereil righl, just like ownership, has the 
characteristic of elasticity. 
1,6 Ss 3(1)(m) and 16 of the Dl..'Cc1s Re<Jistrics Act 47 of 1937. 
·~7 Fonnalities in tl;.'rms ofs 2(1) of the Alienation of Land Act 68 of 1981 have to be complied with. 
~ S 3(1) ufthe Gcneral Laws Amendment Act 50 or 1956. A mineral lease in undL'rhand form is void: 
Fuls y I....eslie Chrome (Pty) Ltd 1962 4 SA 784 (W) 7S7A-B; NrJrlje \1 Pool NO 1966 3 SA 96 (A) lIlA 
126-127; Be/lviik-..l;lT} (HIlma) lJpk \1 Continental China (Pty) Ltd 1976 3 SA 583 (l.') 585H-5SSG; 
Ruets II Suc;wuiior Sand BK 19891 SA 902 (T) 904G-H; Malan II StrQUS,<; 19944 SA 179 (NC) 189E-F; 
sro Dalt: Contracts Relaling to Pl'o.<;pecting and Mining in I.owe cl al (cd) The South African. Notary 
(1987) 235; and &denhorst & Van J ICI..'I"dL'D "Bctckcnis van die woard mincraal" 1989 TSAR 452 456-
457. 
49 S 3(l)(q) of the Deeds Registries Acl 47 of 1937. 
50 Ss 3(l)(m) and s 77(1) of the Dccd.s Registries Act 47 of 1937. . 
.51 As to other characteristics of minL.-ral rights, s= Badenhorst Mineral Right:.' 1-24 to 2M25. 
~2. Ss 3(1)(c) and 50(1) of the Deeds RL-gistrics Act 47 of 1937; and ~ also s 7i(5) and (6). Sec in general 
Bad::nhorst MuU!ra/e 479-482. 
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2 1 1 2 Prospecting right 
A consent to prospect can take the fonn of a prospecting contract. 53 A 
prospecting contract is an agreement by which a prospecting right is 
granted with an option to: (a) purc~ase'the complete ownership of land 
or :a mineral right; or (b) enter intQ a mineral lease. 54 
It was held in Vansa Vanadium SA Ltd v Registrar of Deeds l 55 in 
defiance of existing precedent to' the contrary,56 that a prospecting 
contract reflected in the deeds registry does not create a real right.57 The 
correct position is, however, that conclusion of a prospecting contract 
gives rise to the creation of two distinct personal rights, namely a 80-
called "prospecting right" and the right to claim registration of the 
prQspecting right. 58 Upon registration of the prospecting contract the 
said' personal rights are te~ated :and a prospecting right, which is real 
in nature, is created. A registered prospecting right is real because the 
object of the right is land, and the origin of the right is registration. The 
real right is transferred and accepted in terms of th~ real agreement. 
Fu;rthermore, the right amounts to a subtraction from the dominium: The' 
prQspecting right burdens either the landownership itself or the (severed) 
m.ii::leral right, diminishing its content. If the parties then have the 
int~ntion to bind successors in title, 59 the nature of the prospecting right 
as real should be beyond doubt. A p,rospecting right has as its content the 
entitlement to enter the land for purposes of prospecting and the 
entitlement to prospect. In addition the holder has, within the parameters 
of such a prospecting right, secondary entitlements comparable to those 
of the mineral right holder. Prospecting rights may be transferred by 
registration of a notarial cession of a prospecting contract. 60 
The right in terms of an option to purchase ownershIp of land or the 
mineral right, or to enter into a mineral lease does not, however, amount 
5::1 see JJenmJe v Minimtar "an Mineraal en Energiesuke 2002 lDR 0769 (KC) pa.r 9. 
54 Sec dcfmition of "'prospecting contraet" in s 102 thi: Dt:eds R,,-gistri, .. ! A(.1:. 
).5 7940 795H.I/J. 
S6 In Lazarus and Jac/cson v Wessels, OIiller and the Coronation FreeJwld !:."slatOJ>, Town and Mine.'i, Ltd 
1903 1'8 499 510 it was d~dcd that a prospt:Cting contrACt, which grcmtcd a right to prospect (and 
mine) crcatoo a real right. Heyl GroruJregistrm'ie in Suid·Mrika (1977) 76 rC!:,'8.rds a prospecting right as 
a personal servilude. According to Van der Mcrwc SakereK (1989) 435 and Jones & Nel Con'llL'YCD'lt.'ing' 
iii South Africa (1991) 435 rcgi:st.ration ofa pro!o-petting contract results in its op.,:ration as against third 
plp1ies. See further Badenhorst &; Olivier "Die aard van n:gtc ingcyolgi: 'n prospekt~"l'kontt"'d.k -
Yrmsa VfUIfIIiium SA Ltd II Registrar of Deed3" 1997 TSAR 583594. 
TI The court relied on the decision of Cullinan 'II PiJ;torius 1903 ORC 33 37 and the "iCW5 of Joubert "Die 
R(.'gtC op minerulc" 1959 TllRllR 'J:l 28; Wilmans Minerale. MineraaJregte en VerbQlJfJhourJcnde 
Kontrakte (1977) 133; Viljocn The Rights and Duties o/the Holder o/Mineral Rights (1975) 43 and Ncl 
Prol1pelaeenegte in ~ Srdd·A!riJuumae Mineraal· en Mynreg (1994) 494 (794G-19ID). The court 
rejt.'Cted the view of Franklin. & Kaplan Mineral Law.~ 630 that in sa far as a prosptl(.l:ing right in\'oIv(.'S 
as subtraction from the dominium,. it amount to:a rca.1 right (795H·I/J). 
311 Badcnhorst &. Olivier 1997 TSAR 593-594. 
59 Sec Badlmhorst &. Olivier 1997 TSAR 593-594. 
60 S 3(1)(q) arthi: Deeds Registries Act 47 of 1937. 
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to a real right.G] The right of option has as its opjeet performance, namely 
to keep open the substantive offer to sell the oWnership or mineral rights 
or to enter into a mineral lease. 62 
2 1 1 3 Mining right 
Consent to mine can take the form of a mineral lease. 63 A minerai lease 
is. a notarial contract64 in terms of which the lessor confers on the lessee 
(namely, the miner) the right to mine for consideration, and to dispose of 
the minerals so mined for the lessee's own benefit and account.65 A 
mining right by virtue of a minera1lease is regarded as a real right.66 A 
mining right ha:-~ its content the entitlement to prospect and mine. A 
mining right may. be transferred by registration of a cession of a 
notaria167 mineral rCase.68 Mining rights may secure a loan by registration 
of a mortgage bond under the Deeds Registries Act.6D 
2 1 2 Statutory rights to prospect or mine 
The follo~ing statutory prospecting or mining rights, recognised in 
terms of the transitional provisions of the Minerals Act, may be 
distinguished: 
2 1 2 1 Prospecting lease, prospecting permit or prospecting 
permission in terms of section 44 of the Minerals Act 
. A prospecting lease, prospecting permit or prospecting permission· 
granted or issued in ~~rms of mining laws prior to the Minera1s Act, 70 
(,I KOlze y eMI CommissiOller (if NamatjUllland 1900 17 SC 37; lAZarus flIld Jacbon l' We~·seb.·. OIi\'er and 
CorcmaJiun Freehold Estates. Town and Mine.~ Ltd 1903 TS 499 510; Hentli!rson COfUolidaJed 
Corporation Ltd v Barnard 1903 TS 33 34; cf Van.~a VCDladium SA Ltd v Registrar of Deed~ 21)..21. 
Howc\o"'Cl", the "option" is also regarded as an "interest in land" for purpost:S of the Alienation of Land 
Act by Frcmklin & Kaplan Mir.eral Law.~ 16--20; Lowe. Dale et al Notary 220; Van Rensburg & 
Treisman The Practititmer·.~ Guide to the Alil!1IIltion of Land Act (1984) 68; Dt Jagtr Alienation of l..and 
(1982) 80; Kerr The Law of Sale and U!a:.e (1996) 86. See.fUrlhcr Batlenhorst MineraiI.' 670-692. 
62 Sec the ucfmition of aD option contract by Van der Mcrwe et al Contract 51t 
63 Soo llenatk v Minister lIQ1l MilN!raal ell Energiesoke 2002 IDR 0769 (NC) par 9. 
(0<. In u.."IDlS afs 3(1) of the General Law Amendment Act 50 of 1956 a. minerd.\ lca.~ has to.be in Dotarial 
form to be valid. An underhand mincrall~"C is void: Fub.· vlA'lie Chrome (Pty) J .. td 19624 SA 784 
(W) 787 A-B; Nortjf! v Pool NO 1966 3 SA 96 (A) lilA 126-127; BeMlle-lnry (Edms) Bpk v Continental 
China (PlY) Ltd 1976 3 583 (C) 585H-588G; Roees v Secundior SmuJ BK 1989 1 SA 902 (1') 904G-H; 
.'IIulan v Strauss 1994 4 SA 179 (NC) 189E-F; set: Lowe. Dale et al Notary 235; Badenhorst & Van 
. Ha.'rden 1989 TSAR 456-457. . 
6S Lowe, Dale ct al Notary 233. 
66 S 3(1) of the General LaViS Amendment Act 50 van 1956; Dadenhonit Mineraie 707-7] 1. 
6·' S 3(1)(m) of the General Laws Amendment Act 50 of 1956. 
GB Ss 3(l)(m) and n of the JX1lds Registries Act 47 of 1937. 
69 Ss 3(1)(e), 50(1) read with dermition of "immovable property" in s 102, Deeds Registrit:S Act 47 of 
1937. 
70 J\amely. a prospecting lease, prospecting permit or prospecting permissio~ gI"cLUU.'d or issued in terms 
of (i) s 4 or 6 of the Precious Stones A(..173 of 1964; (ll) s 7(2)(a), (b) or (c), 13,14, or 16 of the Mining 
RiBhts Act 20 of 1967; (iii) s 4 of the Mint-Tcil Laws Supplementary Act 10 of 1975; (iv) s 47 of the 
Nuclear Energy Act 92 of J 982. The provision of the Mining Right Act regarding the granting of a 
mining lease for Datural oil (m terms of S 25(I)(g) remained in foro.: until the prospecting lease granted 
in tcnn.'1 of s 14 of the Miniog Rights Act bad lapsed upon expiry of the expiration date or 'tItithin two 
years if no expiry date was detcnnined (s 44(8)(a». 
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remains in force, subject to the terms and conditions under which it was 
granted or issued or deemed tQ have been granted or issued.71 As 
statutory prospecting rights, the content of the rigbts were determined by 
the s~tutory grant. In broad ~erms it cont3.incd the entitlement to cnter 
upon land for prospccting pUrposes, the entitlement to prospect and the 
secondary entitlements within the parameters of the grant. 
2 1 22 A right to dig or mine or a claim licence referred to in section 
47(1) or (5) of the Minerals Act 
An existing right to dig or mine or a claim licence granted or acquired 
in terms of mining legislation prior to .the Minerals Act72 remains in force 
subject to its terins and conditions.73 For purposes of the Minerals Act, 
the holder of a mining right is, during its existence, deemed to be the 
holder of the minerdl right.74· As a statutory mining. right, the contcnt of 
thc right is determined by the terms of the statutory grant. In broad terms 
and within the pard.IDeters of the specific grant, the rights could have as 
their content both the entitlemcnt of exploitation and the secondary 
entitlements.75 
A mining right, which could be ceded, transrerrcd, let, sublet, tributed, 
subdivided, amended or mortgaged immediately prior to the commencc-
ment of the Minerals Act, could be dealt with in this manner.76 Such 
dealings arc registrable in the Mining Titles Office, if they were previously 
so registrablc.77 Statutory mining rights may secure a loan by registration 
of a mortgage bond in the Mining Titles Office. 78 
Tributing takes place by virtue of an agreement. A "tributing 
agreemcnt" is a notarial deed whereby the holder of a mining title 
71 S 44(l)(a) of the Minerals Act. The· provisions of s 44(l)(a) wcre· only applicable in ri:SJXlCt of n 
prospucting permit issued in ·It:rRls of s 7(2)(b) of lh:; Mining Rights Act (see prC\o10us fn) if a 
prospcctillg arUll was pt:ggcd and r",ported prior to comnu:n.tcmt:nt of thc Minerals Act by virtue of 
such pro!;pccting permit and in .Qccordana: y,;th s 8 of the Mining Right.<; Act (8 44(l)(c). 
n Namely a right to dig or mine (i) in terms of s 4 of Law ~o 1 of 1883 crvl), or a correspondiIlg 
provision of a prior Jaw; (ij) by virtue of a o...-rtificate reft:rrcd to in. s 3 (1) (a) or Ii mine mf(.Tred to in II 3 
(1) (b) of the Prcc..ious Stones Act 73 of 1964; (iii) in u:rms ofs 13, 13A, 17,21.52, 68.74,89 or 126 (2) 
of Lbc PreciOIlS Sto~es Act, excluding any right rcfcrrt.'Cl to in subs 47(5) Ca) and (b) of the Mintmds 
Act; (iv) in tt:nns of s 2S or 42 of the Mining Rights Act 20 of 1967; (v) by 'o"irtue of a certificate in 
terms of S 57 and permission gr.mtcd under s 58 read with S 56 of the said :Mining Rights .\(..1:; (vi) in 
EennS DrS 59, 68, 7~ 83. 88, 93 (4) (as· far as it n::latcs to at. righl to dig or to mine BT'oUltcd or acquin:d 
u.od~r s 7S Qfthe Precious and Base Metals Act 35 of 1908 (Tvl), 144 (1) (e), 160, 161 or 188 (2) of \.he 
Mining Rights Act, excluding any rich,t refem:d to in sub!;ection 47(5) (e) of the :Minerals Act; (yii) in 
tenus of S 3 of the Tiger's-E)"C Control Act n of 1977; (viii) in terms of s 47 or 83 (9) of the Nuclear 
Energy Act 92 of 1982. A mining right acquin."C.l by lirtue of a claim licence. Tto s 35 of the Precious 
Sfon(.'S' Act or s 48 of the Mining Rights Act "''-3S aJ.'10 preserved for an indefJJ1ite period by s 47(J)(g). 
In Category 4 of Table 2 reference is ·also made to a right to dig or mme rcfL.'1Too to in s 47(5) of the 
Mine~.ds Act, namely a right to dig or mine acquired in terllUl of 58 20 and 35 of tlll; Precious Stones 
Act and s 48 read with s 56 of the Mining Rights Act or a corrcsponding provision of a prior law. 
73 S 47(1)(a); Benade v Dw Minister ¥an MineTuaJ-en llnergie...aJce 2002 J DR 0769 0'<,,) 8 12 14. 
74 S 47(1)(e). . 
75 Ito S 47(2) a holder of a mining right has the same surface usc rigbts as a holder of mineral righUi. 
76 S 47(1)(b). . 
n S 47(1)(b). 
7S Statutory rights as mining titlt:S: s S(I)(h) of the Mining Titles Registration Act 16 of 1967; and soo also 
!IS 31-40. 
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brrants the right to mine in a specific area as defined in the agreement. 
This includes the right to recover and dispose ofniinerals lawfully won as 
a result of such mining for the grantee's own benefit and account. Thesc 
rights are subject to the terms and conditions upon which the mining title 
has been granted, and to the payment to such boldcr of a royalty. 79 In 
form and substance a tributing agreemcnt amounts to a mining lease, 
even where the mining title in respect of which it is granted is itself a 
mining lcase.Ho A. tributing agreement also qualifies as a "right to mine 
referred to in section 47 of thc Minerals Act".81 
2 1 2 3 Permissions to prospect or mine in terms of former apartheid 
laws 
Most of the land and mineral rights in Bophuthatswana and Venda 
vested in the Governments of Bophuthatswana and Venda, respectively. 
In terms of sections 16(1) of the similarly worded Bophuthatswana Land 
Control Act82 and the Venda Land Control ActS3 no person eould 
prospect or mine for n:iinerals84 on land in respect of which the min~ral 
rights were he1d by a citizen or held in trust for a tribe or community, 
except with the written permission of the Minister of Economic AffaIrs. 
South Africa's Interim Constitution85 incorporated, among others, the 
territories of Bophuthatswana and Venda into the provinces of the new 
South African statc.86 The laws pertaining to lise of mjnerals in these 
terri tones, spc(..-itically sections 16(1) of the two acts, remained in force, 
subject to the Constitution,87 until they were amende4 by proclamation88 
to the effect that the Minister of Minerals and Energy had to grant ~he 
written permissions. The MPRD Act repealed" section 16 of both ActS.89 
After 8 November 1991, mineral rights owned by the Governmcnt of 
Lebowa vested in the Lebowa Mineral Trust (t1ie LMT).90 In terms -of 
i9 S l(xxiii) of the Mining Titles R"-giNlration Act 16 of 1967; Lowe Dale et al Notary 237". 
110 Franklin & Kaplan lV/iilerab Laws 661. A tributing agreement is also viewed as analogous to a min" .... ] 
loose (l.owe. Dale Nouuy 237) or a lwsc of the right to mine which the holder of the mining title bolds 
(Dale Mineral Rights 290; Kaplan ""fining and Minerals" Buttc.7WtJrths Forms Ulld Precederu.v -
Commercial TrQnsQcliol1..f Vol 6 140; sec Graham v Locol and Over seQ. "I /nveslmt!1lLV (Ply) Ltd 1942 AD 
95107)-
RI A "miniIlB right" is defined i!1 s 1 ofthc Minerdls Act not including a right to dig or minI: but also a 
tributinB agr~cment or lIub-grd.nt. 
R:l. 39 of 1979. 
Rl 16 of 1986. 
R4 For this purpose minerals wcre deemed to includt: "aU metals and orcs of metals, precious or basc, 
precious stones, and all clays, stonc, earLhs, coals.-oils or other minerdl substances of whatever nature 
which may bt: dug or extracted or s~aratcd from the growld" (s 16(2». 
85 ACE 200 of 1993" 
86 S 12.4(l). 
8-' S 229_ 
8S Proc 67 of 1995 GN 67 ('70 IG5lJ (l995-09-0i). 
11') S 110. 
'10 S 12(1); LeboWQ GrUilitc (PlY) LId 11 Lt!bOWQ Milwral Trwt 1994 4 SA 375 (T) 377H; Lehowa Min8ra/ 
Trust 11 Lcbowa Granite (Pry) Ltd 2001 2 AU SA 388 (n 389g-h. 
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section 15 of the Lebowa Mineral Trust Act91 no person could prospect 
for 'or mine minerals92 on land' in respect of which the mineral. rights 
vested in the LMT without the written perinissioit of the Minister of 
Economic Affairs aild Technology (or another cabinet minister aeting in 
his/her stead).93 In terms of section 235(6) of the Interim. Constitution, 
the executive authority previou'sly vested in the Minister of Economic 
Affairs and Technology and the;.Chief Minister in terms of the LMT Act 
was .vested in the President of the Republic of South Africa.94 In order to 
remove any possible legal uncertainty regarding the trustee of the LMT 
and its constitutionality, the administration oftbe LMT Act was assigned 
by cabinet to the Minister of Minerals and Energy Affairs.95 The LMT 
Act was repealed on 30 Septemb~r 2001 by the national government in 
terms of the Abolition of Lchowa Minerals Trust Act 2000.96 
Land in the so-called rural areas vested In the government. In terms of 
section 51(3) of the Rural Areas Act no ,prospecting for or mining of 
metals, precious stones, mitural oil or any oilier minerals could be 
undertaken on' any land97 within a "board area,,98 except with the 
consent of the Minister of Local Government, Housing and Agriculture: 
House·of Representatives.99 J1le minister in question was by proc1ama-
tion1OO replaced by ~e' Minister of Land Affairs as executive authority 
for purposes of section 51(3). The administration of section 51(3) was 
assigned by prociamation101 to the Minister of Minerals and Energy. The 
cabinet, however, resolved that the application of section 51(3) had to be 
undertaken in consultation. with the Minister of Land AffairS. 102 The 
Transformation of Certain' Rural Areas Act 94 of 1998 repealed the 
Rural Areas Act.103 All rinneral rights referred to in section 51(1) and (2) 
91 9 of 1987. 
92 For purposes of s IS, "minerals" included ··all ores of mim:rals, an clays, stonc, earths aDd oilil:r 
mineral substana=s of whatever nature which may be dug or extracted or separated from the ground" 
(s IS(3». The concept "mmc.'t'8.l .. is also defmed in II 1_ 
113 Defmition of "Minister" in s 1. . 
!)4 Proc R3 in GG 16952 of 1996-0-02; Ubowu GTonjU (PlY) LId" Lebowa Minerai Tru.\·t 381B-C. 
9). Proc R3 in GG 16952 of 1996-02-02; Official G-D.ctte yol 21' 1412 of 1992-10-02 of tbe lA.:bowa 
Gov~rDlDimt; and Memorandum on 1he Objcc18 of th" Abolition of the Lcbowa l\finllral Trust Bill, 
2000 (849-2000). . . . 
96 S 7(1); Proc 46 in GG·22691 ofaOO1-09-28. In Lebowa Minc.'ToJ Tru.~t '&'12ej"zciarie}" Forum" Puisit/ent tlJ 
the Republic oj South A.frica 2002 1 BCqt 23 (T) it was decided that the applicant (9,Cting on behalf of 
the people of th" Northt:m Prm,;nce as beneficiaries of the LMf) did not have the ncccssa:ry locus 
standi to bring an action for an ordt.T striking down t1w Abolition of tile Lebowa .Mineral Trust Act as 
unconstitutional (27A-H). The court bCld further that no rights of the inhabitants of Lebowa/ 
Northern province had bec::n infringed (27H-28H). Sec fwth("T BadC:Dhorst & Vrancken "Do mineral 
righ1's constitute ·constitutional property'? Lebowa Miru!Tal TlUS't BenefICiaries Forum " The Pruidtmt 
o/the RSA." 2001 Obiter 496. . 
'17 Ito s 51(1) if the provisions of this Act were applicable to land. such land, was der.:mcd to be unalienated 
State Janel. 
98 A "board area"" is defined in s lev). 
99 Ddinition of "Minister" in s l(xiv). 
100 R. 154/1994 Notice 154 GG 16049 of 1994-10-31. 
101 R. 4/1996 Notice 16952 GG 16952 of 1996-02-02. 
102 Online at www.dme.gov.za/minerals/Iiline1awsOLD.htm [2001/11/10]. 
101 S·IO. 
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of the Rural Areas Act were vested in the state;l04 Prospecting for or 
. mining of minerals on land situated in areas affected by this Act eoUId 
only be undertaken with the written consent of the Minister of Minerals 
and Energy in the form of a prospccting permit or mining authoriza-
tion.105 The MPRD Act repeals the said secti,?ns of the Rural Areas 
Act. 106 
2 1 3 Statutory authorization to exercise rights 
The following statutory authorizations to exercise common law 
mineral rights, prospecting rights or mining rights are recognised: 
2 1 3 1 Temporary prospecting permit 
The regional director could, pending any applic~tion for a prospecting 
permit, have issued a temporary permit authorizing the continuation of 
prospecting operations on the land where t~ese operations were 
previous]y authorized under a prospecting permit that has subsequently 
lapsed.107 The temporary permit could, therefore, not have been issued in 
vacuo.108 Table I of Schedule II to the MPRD Act docs not mention this 
category of underlying common law rights or statutory prospecting 
rights. 
2 1 32 Temporary mining authorization 
The regional director could, pending any application for a mining 
authorization, issue a temporary authorization for the continuation of 
mining operations on the land where these operations were previously 
authorized under a mining authorization that had subsequently lapsed.109 
The temporary mining authorization could, therefore, not have been 
issued in vacuo.110 Table 2 of ScheduJe IT to the MPRD Act does not 
mention this category of underlying common law. rights or statutory 
mining rights. 
2 2 Exercise of old order rights 
No person 11 J could exercise the common law or statutory' prospecting 
or mining rights by prospecting or mining before a prospecting permitl12 
II).~ S 6(1). 
IDS S 6(2)(a). 
IO~ S 110. 
107 S 10. 
10K KOlze V Meepo Ya Sachaba Mining BK(NC 2002-03-15 Caw no 171/2002, unn:portcd.). Sec furtht:r 
Badcnhorst ··Vcn:istcs vir 'n tydclike permit t&.T voortsetting van prospek.tccrwerksaamhcde - Kotze " 
Meopo Ya Sochoba Mining BK 171/2002" 2002 Obiter 186. 
109 S 10. 
110 Cf Koeze v Meepo Ya Sec/wiJa Mining BK (2002-03-15 Case no 171/20002 - unreported). 
III In terms of"i 1 a "pctSOD" meant any penron as defined in s 2 of the· Intt .. rpretation Act 33 of 1957. 
112 S 6 of the Miocrills Act 50 of 1991. 
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or ~ning authorization 113 were obtained from the Regional Director of 
the Department of Minerdl and Energy Affairs.1l4 These rights are in the 
nature of a licence to exercise an already acquired right. I IS Prospecting or 
min~ng may not commence until the .Regional Director has approved an 
env~roDmental management plan. 116 
2 3 Bundling of rights 
A "holder" of an "old order righe' is defined.as the "person to whom 
such right was or is deemed to have been !,rranted or by whom it is held or 
is deemed to be held, or such person's successor in title before [the 
MPRD] Act came into effect".117 This definition leaves open the 
possibility that there. may be more than one. right holder under the 
"014 ordcr" with regard to the same minerals. I 18 As has been pointed out, 
the common law rights, statutory prospecting or mining rights and the 
statutory authorizations (that is pro~pecting permits or mining author-
izations) mentioned above are often bundled together within the 
categories. This bundling. of different types of rights and authorizations 
is reminiscent of the Roman /ascesll9 of old. The common law and 
stat}J.tory rights and authorizations metaphorically form a bundle of 
sticks, the first-mentioned right being the axe, whilst everything is bound 
tog~ther with a rope labelled "old order right" (with its respective sub-
categories). :. 
The problem with .the fasces approach is that different rights and 
authorizations may be vested in differcnt persons. As indicated beforc, in 
order to make 'some sense of the legislature's p'oor definitions of the 
diff~rent "old order rights", it is . submitted. that priority should be 
accorded to the frrst right ·or. authorization mentioned (indicated above120 
in bold) in the categories to the tables. Accordingly a common law 
mineral right, prospecting right, mining right or statutory prospecting or 
mining right or a temporary permit or authorization to 'prospect or mine 
may qualify as an "old order right". If it is accepted that the first right in 
a mentioned category acts as trigger for categorization, the holder of the 
right indicated in bold would be the holder of the "old order right" for 
purposes of the transitional arrangements. The consequence of the fasces 
approach here is that other rights and authorizations in the bundle are 
deePtcd to be part of the old order r;ight. The axe and sticks of the fasces 
1\3 S'9 of the Miner.ds At.'t. 50 of 1991. 
114 S :5(2). BolmoraJ Investments (Edms) lJpk I'Minister van MiMraa/· en E1ll!rgiesa/ce 1995 S BeLR 1104 
(NC) 1110 AfB· 
II ~ Kaplan & Dale Minerals Act 48. The authors correctly draw an analogy with an owner of a car 
holding a driver's licence to drive the vehicle. . 
.lUi S 39(1). 
117 It(."Ill l(i). 
118 For instance. in the case of minerdl rights which have boon sold but not n.-gistcrcd upon introduction 
Df the MPRD Act. the seller holds the mineral right whilst the purcha&"I' is the: person to whom such 
right is gnlDted or the Stillt:r's successor in title:' 
119 see further Van Zyl Gesldedeni8 en BegillsBb vun die Romeinse Pri~'aatre8 (1977) 14'n 30. 
1211 See 1 2 supra. . 
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share the same fate: rights and authorizations are terminated or 
converted together as a bundle. 
3 New order rights 
Upon introduction of the MPRD Act,.holders of "unused old order 
rights" would have 1.l).e exclusive right to apply for a prospecting right or 
a mining right, as the case may be, in tenns of the Act, within a one-year 
window period. 12J The state, acting through the minister of the 
Department of Minerals and Energy, may grant prospecting rights and 
mining rjghts to such holders or 1.0 other applicants. 122 Upon application 
to the department, if the prescribed requirements . for a prospecting 
right123 or a mining rightl24 are met, it has to be granted by the 
minister. 125 
The minister has to refuse to grant a prospecting rjght if (a) the 
application does not meet the prescribed requirements; or (b) granting 
thereof will (i) resu1t in an exclusionary act;126 eli) prevent fair 
competition; or (iii) result in the concentration of the mineral resources 
under the control of the applicant. 127 Applications for a prospecting right 
or mining right received on the same day are treated as having been 
reqeived at the same time, but the minister is obliged to give preference to 
applications from historically disadvantaged pcrsons.128 
A holder of a prospecting right or mining right has the duty to lodge 
the said right for registration at the Mining Titles Officc within 30 days 
after approval of the environmental management progTammcl29 or 
granting of a renewal of a prospecting right or mining right by the 
minister. J30 A prospecting right or mining right is thus registered in the 
Mining Titles Office. In the absence of an appJication, an "unused old 
order right" will cease to exist upon the expiry of the one-year or 
extended period. l31 Upon granting of a prospecting right o·r mining right 
and registration thereof in the mining titles office, the i'unused old order 
right" is also terminated. A new order prospecting right is valid for a 
specified period which may not exceed five years.132 A new order mining 
right is valid for the specified period which may not exceed 30 years. 133 
I:.!I Item 8(2). 
IZ'- S 3(2)(a). Tws must be r.:ad subject Lo the Ir,msitional provisioll.o; in Schedule II to the MPRD Act. 
m SCI.: furthl.:r liS 16(1) and (2).17(1) and 17(4). 
I:M Scc.furtllcr ss 22(1) and (2) and 23(1) and (2). 
IJ.:i S 17(1) and 23(1), n:spcctively. 
1'.6 lto sIan "cxC\Wliouary at."t" means any "act or practiL-c which impedes or prevents any person from 
enteriug the mineral and mining industry. or from entering any markel connected with that industry. 
or froOl ma.!C:ine progr~ within such industry or mark~[". 
12·' S 17(2». 
121\ S 9(1)(a) and (2). 
129 S 19(2)(a)(i) read with s 17(5); s 25(2)(a)(i) read with s 23(5). 
1:10 S 19(2) Ca}(ii) read with s 18(3); s 25(2)(a)(ii) read with s 24(3). 
131 Item 1:!(4). 
132 S 17(6). 
133 S 23(6). 
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. Upon application by a holder. of an "old order prospecting rightn 
during a two-year window period, the minister is obliged to convert the 
'~old order prospecting right" into a new prospecting right if the holder of 
tJ:te "old order prospecting right'" has complied with the requirements of 
the MPRD Act. l34 Upon application by the holder of.an "old order 
ri:rining right" during a five-year window period the minister is obliged to 
convert the "old order mining right" into a new mining right if the holder 
has complied with the requirements of the MPRD ACt.135 
; Within 90 days of the conversion··, of the prospecting right136 or mining 
light,137 the holder has to lodge $e converted prospecti1'l:g right or mining 
right for registration in the Mining Titles Offi(.."C. Simultaneously with 
registration the old order "prospecting right'" 138 or "ol~ order mining 
right,,139 has to be deregistered at the Deeds Office or Mining Titles 
Office. Upon conversion of the "old order prospecting ·rightn140 or "old 
order mining right" 141 and the registration of the converted right, the 
~'old order prospecting right" or "old order mining tight" is terminated. 
If the holder fails to lodge the "old order prospecting right" 142 or "old 
~rder mining right'~ 143 for conversion before tbe expiry of the two-year 
9r the five-year interim period, the "old order prospecting right" or 
mining riWtt win also be terminated. 
No person may prospect or mine for any mineral without: (i) a 
prospecting right or mining right; (li) an approved environmental 
management programme; and (iii) notifying and consulting with the 
owner or lawful occupier of the land,l44 A prospecting right or mining 
right is a limited real right in respect of the mineral and the land. ]45 A 
~older of a prospecting right or mining right is entitled to enter the land 
to which such right relates together with his or her employees, and to 
~ring onto the land any plant, machinery and equipment and build, 
construct and lay down any surface, underground or under-sea 
infrastructure which may be required for the purposes of prospecting . 
or mining. The holders of such rights are furthermore entitled to prospect 
or mine for their own accounts Qn or under the land for the mineral for 
which such right has been granted. They may also remove and dispose of 
any such mineral found during the course of prospecting or mining, and 
:subject to the National Water A£t146 use water from any natural spring~ 
.lake, river or stream, situ3;ted on, or flowing through the land or from 
.any excavation previously mad~ and ·used for prospecting or mining. 
1J4 Sec further Item 6(2) and (3). 
I Il! &-c further item 7(2) and (3). 
·136 Itam 6(5) of Schedule ll. 
\37 Item 7(S).of Sc.hedulc 11. 
138 Item 6(5) of Schedule ll . 
. 1311 Item 7(5) of Schedule II. 
140 I1:t:m 6(1). . 
141 Iq:m 7(7) . 
• 142 Item 6(8). 
143 Item 7(8). 
'144 S 5(4). Appro\'3l of an environmental managemL.'Dt progr.unmc takes pla~ ito s 39(4). 
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They may sink a well or borehole required for use relating to prospecting 
or mining on the land. Finally, such holders may carry out any other 
activity incidental to prospecting or mining as long as it does not 
contravene the provisions of the MPRD Act. 147 
A holder of a prospecting right or mining right is also entitled to other 
rightS that may be granted to, acquired by or conferred under the MPRD 
Act or any other law. l48 A holder of a prospecting right acquires the 
exclusive right to apply for, and be granted upon compliance with the 
provisions of the MPRD Act: (i) a renewal of the prospecting right; (li) 
right to dispose of minerals found during prospecting; and (iii) a mining 
right. 149 Upon application at the office of the regional manager and upon 
compliance with prescribed requirements 150 the tp.inister may renew a 
prospccting right once for a period not exceeding three years. 151 A 
prospecting right is accompanied with various statutory duties.152 
The holder of a mining right has the exclusive right to apply for and be 
granted, upon compliance with the'requirements of the MPRD Act, a 
renewal of the mining right. 153 Upon application at the office of the 
regional manager and upon compliance with the prescribed require-
ments,l54 the minister may renew the mining right for further periods, 
each of which may not exceed 30 years, at a time.] 5S A mining right is 
accompanied with various statutory duties. 156 
A prospecting right or mining right may only be amended by 
ministerial consent. 157 The minister is empowered upon compliance -with . 
the provisions of the MPRD Act to cancel or suspend a prospecting right 
or mining right under certain circumstances. These include the situations 
where thc right holder is conducting any prospecting or mining operation 
in contravention of the MPRD Act, breaches any material term or 
condition of such right is contravening the approved environmental 
managemt."D.t programme, or has submitted inaccurate, incorrect or 
misleading information in connection with any matter required to be 
submitted under the MPRD Act. I5H 
A prospecting right or a mining right (or an interest in any such right) 
is only transferable with the written consent of the minister. 159 The 
14'; S 5(1). 
146 36 of 191)8. 
14-' S 5(3). 
1<18 S 5(2)_ 
149 S 19(1). Pl.TlIlission to removt: miD".'rctls has to be, acquirt:d ito s 20. 
ISO Sec furtbc{ s 18(1)-(3). 
I!JI S 18(3) and (4). 
1!J2 Sec further ss 19(2) and 2](1) and (2). 
IS3 S 25(1). 
1S4 Sec furth~r s 24(1)-(3). 
ISS S 24(4). 
156 Set: furth~r ss 25(2) and 28(1) and (2), 
1)'7 S 102-
158 S 47(1)_ 
lSI) S 11(1)_ 
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prohibition also applies to the transfer of a controlling interest in a 
company or close corporation holding such right or interest, except in the 
cas~ of change of controlling jntcr~t in listed companies.160 The consent" 
has to be granted if the transfcree "is capable of complying with all the 
obligations of the transferor. 161 The consent is not required for 
encumbrance by mortgage as security to obtain a loan or guarantee for 
the: purpose of financing a prospecting right or a mining right project by a 
bank or financial institution, if the mortgagee undertakes in writing that 
any sale in execution will be subject to ministerial consent.162 Transfer or 
encumbrance by mortgage has to he lodged for registration in the M"lning 
Titles Office within 30 days of such. action. 163 
4 : Comparison of old order and· new order rights 
In order to assess the extent to which deprivations and expropriations 
of property as foreseen by the constitutional property clause are at stake 
in the context of the transitional ap-angemen1s of the MPRD Act, it is 
necessary to undertake a "before and after" comparison of "old order 
rights" and new p~ospecting and mining rights. In drawing a comparison 
between the old order and the new order, a distinction rriay be drawn 
be~een (i) situations where the holder of the "old order right" would be 
successful with his or her application for, or conversion to, a prospecting 
right or mining right; (ii) situations where the holder of the "old order 
rig~t" would be unsuccessful with his or her application for, or 
conversion of rights; and (iii) situations where the holder chooses not 
to apply for conversion at all. 
4 1" Successful applications and/or conversions 
In cases where the application"'! 9r conversion would be successful, a 
cotp.parison has to be drawn between the old order right and the new 
prospecting or mining right with rebrard to content and characteristics to 
determine whether any existing deprJvations pass constitutional scrutiny. 
D~e to the broad range of rights and conversions possible, it is impossible 
within the scope permitted for this contribution to deal separately and in 
detail with each and every possibHl"ty that may arise. Hence, only four 
ex~ples of varying degrees ofimpqsition on existing properly rights are 
provided. 
1(\0 S 11(1). 
161 S 11(2). 
162 S 11(3). EVtlD tbough a prospecting right is deemed to be a limited real right (5 5(1», it is unclear 
~m.1hl.T such right is immovable or movable f01=" purposes of th3 object of real security. 
163 S 11(4). 
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4 1 1 ConVersion of unused old order mineral rights to new order 
prospecting/mining rights 
If a holder of an (unused) mineral right is successful with his or her 
application for a prospecting right and/or mining right, a limited real 
right registered in the deeds oilice is exchanged for a limited real right or. 
rights registered in the mining titles office. Arguably, the new statutory 
right or rights arc lesser in content than the common law mineral right 
because secondary entitlements such as alienation and encumbrance arc 
restricted by the requirement of ministerial consent. The new prospecting 
right, even though linked with an exclusive' right to acquire a mining 
right, would only include the entitlement of mining upon acquisition of 
such mining right by compliance with the requirements of the MPRD 
Act. Unlike a mineral right which subsists in perpetuity, the new 
prospecting and/or mining right will depend on compliance with the 
MPRD Act for continued existence. In short, similar though lesser rights 
may be acquired 
4 1 2 Conversion of rights in terms of a mineral lease or prospecting 
contract 
Where a holder of a. mining right by virtue of a mineral lease is 
successful with his or her conversion application, a limited real right 
registrable in the deeds' office is converted in a limited real right 
registrable in the mining titles office. The new statutory right or rights arc 
more or less eq ual in content, even though secondary entitlements such as 
alienation and encumbrance are restricted by the requirement of 
ministerial consent. The duration of the mineral Jease is of course 
dependent upon the agreement of the parties. The duration of the original 
mineral lease may, for instance, have extended unti~ the minerals had 
been fully exploited, whilst the new tenn of the mining right is for a 
statutory period and subject to t~e discretion of the minister to terminate 
the mining right upon non-compliance with the requirements of the 
MRPD Act. Upon such conversion, the holder of the underlying mineral 
right loses not only the mineral right but also the right to claim payment 
of further (contractual) royalties, except in two instances. 1M Contrat..-tual 
royalties not fa11ing within these two categories win disappear into thin 
air, as the state will become entitled to roya1ties in terms of the MPRD 
Act. 165 
If a holder of a prospecting right by virtue of a prospecting contract is 
successful with a conversion application, a prospecting right (registrable 
in the deeds office) is converted into a limited real right (registrable in the 
mining titles office). If the prospector is successful with· an application for 
164 ito ItlmJ. 11 of Schedule n. if a community is already receiving royalties or discontinuance will cause 
undue bardship to a pc ... rson or a person is using it for liOCial upliftment, such communitiL.'S OJ;' persons 
may under pna."Tibcd circumstances continue to rca.'ivc contr.iCtUal royaltiL.'S. 
165 S 3(2)(b). 
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a mining right, the option in terms of the prospecting contract is 
exohanged for a statutory mining right. However, the option could have 
inv:olved stronger rights (common law mineral right) and the terms of the 
mineral lease could have been settled and consequently could have been 
better than the terms of the new· mining right. Upon conversion thc 
holder of the underlying mineral right would no longer be eligible to 
receive prospecting moneys from ~he prospector. What has been said 
above regarding the comparison between the mining right by virtue of a 
mmcrallease and the new order mining right applies mutates mutandis. 
4 1 3 Conversion of rights in t~rms of statutory mining leases 
If a mining right by virtue of a (statutory) mining lease is converted 
intO a m.ining right a more or less equal right is acquired except possibly 
in respect of its duration and the increase in statutory duties with which 
to ,comply. 
4 1 4 Conversion of a temporary mining authorization into a mining right 
If a holder of a mere tempordIY aqthorization to continue with mining 
is successful with an applic~tion fo~ a mining right, a licence (in terms of 
the police power) is converted into a Dew mining right. In this instance a 
licence is converted into a limited real right. As indicated bcforc t 
underlying common, law or statutory rights are not mentioned in this 
category. It is asswned (on no so,id legal basis) that by analogy theJasces 
approach would also apply.' , 
In the instances where lesser entitlements are acquired upon successful 
I 
applications and/or conversions, it. amounts to a deprivation of such 
en:ti.tlements. The question arises, whether such deprivation constitutes an 
expropriation of property in term$...of the provisions of the MPRD Act 
for which compensation would be payable. The same question arises as to 
the loss of prospecting moneys or contractual royalties by thc holders of 
underlying mineral rights . 
. 
4 !1 5 Conversions and the constitutional property clause 
If "old order" rights are converted into new order rights upon 
application, the imposition on property rights· may not always be 
obvious. As appears from oUI discussion above, howeve!, in most 
instances of conversion an attenuation of thc rights at hand takes place. 
ACcordingly, the incrca~ed role of ministerial consent in the acquisition 
and retention -of new order rights and the liniited duration of most of the 
new order rights h~ve far-reaching effects. The obvious question in this 
regard is whether the conversiQJns and concomitant content restriction 
upon such rights amount to (j~qf:table) deprivations of property under' 
the constitutional property clause.' But before this kind of deprivation can 
be assessed, it must be determined at which point in the process the 
d~rivation occurs. In' some individual cases, the conversions may 
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amount to such severe deprivations that the issue of constructive 
expropriation" may arise, in which case invalidation of the particular 
conversions, or payment of compensation in the alternative, must be 
determined. These matters will be considered in part two of OlJf artic1e. 
42 Unsuccessful applications and/or conversjon~ 
It is self-evident that in" the situation where an :application for new 
rights or conversion of old order rights is unsuccessful, the holder loses 
his or her old order rights upon termination thereof in terms of the 
MPRD Act. 166 In this context, it must be determined whether 
"impositions of this nature on existing property rights are permitted 
under the Constitution, and whether they qualify as expropriations. If 
this is the case, the question of payment of compensation arises. If they 
arc not treated as expropriations, the issue to be determined is whether 
they amount to excessive regulation of private property, and can 
accordingly be struck down on account of their unconstitutionality. 
These issues will be dealt with in part two of our discussion. 
4 3 No application for conversions 
Upon failure to apply for new rights or conversion of old order rights, 
the holder also loses his or her old order rights upon tcrmination thereof 
after a period of grace as provided by the transitional provisions. 167 Thus 
the question of expropriation and compensation arises in this context as 
well. Further, the question as to the exact point at which a possib1e 
expropriation might occur needs to be considered. It may also be asked" 
whether the "lazy" "old order right" holder, .who does not apply "for 
conversion, m~y at all be eligible to rely on expropriation in order to 
obtain redress for rights lost on account of a refusal to abide by the 
prescrib;~d procedure for reapplication in the MPRD Act. The question. 
further arises whether failure to comply with the procedure for 
conversion under the transitional arrangements may count against such 
a holder in a subsequent c1aim for compensation for expropriation of 
property in terms of the MPRD Act. These issues will be dealt with in 
part two of our contribution. 
OPSOMMING 
Wysigings aan die on1angs uitgcvaardigde Wet op Ontwikkeling ~ Minl.Td.le en Petroleum 
Hulpbronne noodsaak 'n hcrbeskouing van die oorgangsoopalings van die Wet. Hierdie bydra.c 
het ten doe1 om die aard en inhoud van die rcgte wat dell! die oorgangsoopalings geraak word, tc 
analisccr. en die cffck" van die oorgang~bepalings op sodanige regte teen die grondwctJikc 
eicndomsklousule te toets. Die analise is gestruktureer in twcc apartc aflcwcrings. Mccgaan<ie d=l 
Ct:n b,:,h.t:ls 'n ver~lyking van "ou oIde" Icgtc, SOOIi be!ikryf in die oorgangsbcpa1ings, met die 
166 Soo 3 supra. 
167 See 3 supra. 
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nuwe regie wat deur die Wet in die lewc gerocp word. Na 'n besprekiDg in bre8 trekke van die 
wysigings aan die Wet direk voor uitvaaniiging, word diu aard en inhoud van die sogenaamck "ou 
orde" regtc besprcek. 'n Ondcrskcid word getref tussen regLc wal voorL~ruit oit die gcmenereg, 
regtc met 'n oorsprong in Yrocere wetgewing, en statutCrc magligings. Die implikask'S van die 
Oorgangsmaatrefls op die sogcnaamdc "opbondeling" van rcgte word oak oonveeg. Daarna word 
die aard en inhoud van die ·'nuwc" regtc soos voorsien deut die Wet bcspreck. In die vergclyking 
wat daarop volg, blyk dil dat die gcvolge van die oorganl.osbcpalings, vir sover dit tele\'·ant is in '0 
oodcrsoek op grond van die grondwctJike cicndomsklousulc, as volg gekategorisc.'Cr kan word: (i) 
ytaar aansoeke onder die oorgangsbepalings vir omskakeling van ou orde Tegte na nuwe regtc 
su.k:scsvol is, sal die inhoud van die nuwe rcgtc. vcrgelcke met die voorclfgaande rt:gtc van die ou 
-~rdc, bepalend wccs in die vraag na grondwetlikhcid van die oorgangsbcpalings; (ii) Waar 
aansocke vir omskakeling onsuksesvol is, moet vasg~td word of die klaarblyklike ontncmi:[lg van 
eiendom nccrkom op 'n ontciening, cn or" daar voldocn word aan die standaarde gestel deur die 
~icndomsk1ousule vir sodanige inbreuke op -cicndom; en (iii) Waar geen aansoek vir omskakeling 
gebring word nie. is die vraag of die klaarbJyk1ikc ontneming neerkom op 'n onteicniDg, ~n of die 
>,"oormaligc houer se bcsluit om nie aansoc\<. tt docn vir omskakcling nie, 'n 1ater~ aanspraak. op 
yergoeding of selfs 'n beroep op die cicndo~ousu1c in die algcmeen uitskakcl. Decl twcc van die 
artikcl sal in meer bcsonderhcdc op laasgenocmde kwcssies ingaan. 
